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GOVERNANCE AND THE CASE OF FORTE MARGHERA

What is governance
Often misused as a synonym for “government,” definitions of the ostensibly more
complicated “governance” term abound (IOG, 2000)
In From Indicators to Governance to the Mainstream, Colin Mercer (2003) describes
governance as “our joint and uneven terms of engagement with the complex fields
of economic, human, social and cultural power relations in which we are all
‘stakeholders’”
That is, governance is neither the institution of government nor the traditional
dichotomy of “State and People, Government and Community, etc.” Rather, it is a
dynamic process involving “structures, functions (responsibilities), processes
(practices) and organizational traditions that the board of an organization [or
society] uses to accomplish the organizing mission”

From Government to Governance (X. Greffe)
• As product of a multitude of actions, cultural heritage ends up by acquiring variable
qualities which may or may not retain elements contributed by the action of
members of the concerned society. From this point of view, cultural heritage benefits
from being considered as an ecosystem whose development should be sustainable
and this sustainability will depend on the care taken by a society of its cultural
heritage.
• When integrated into a community or territory, cultural heritage becomes a lever for
promoting social cohesion, but it can also give rise to tension and conflicts (as in the
cae of fortified sites, due to their “meanings” as well as “economic” potential). The
territorial dimension of cultural heritage then plays a crucial role as seen in the
production of cultural landscapes.

• As in the case of any social work-site, initiatives in support of cultural heritage
should be assessed, but the method of assessment should respect the diversity of
cultural expression, which gives a special character to such an assessment.

FROM THE ADMINISTRATION OF A COLLECTIVE GOOD TO THE
GOVERNANCE OF A COMMON GOOD (X. Greffe)
• Culture and cultural heritage cannot be considered merely dependent on public authority (they
are produced by public and private initiatives. Thus it would be more interesting to consider
Cultural Heritage neither collective nor private, but common goods.
• Common goods are defined in economics as goods declined by rivalry and non-excludability.
Thus, they constitute one of the four main types of the most common typology of goods based
on the following criteria: whether the consumption of a good by one person precludes its
consumption by another person (rivalrousness) and whether it is possible to exclude a person
from the consumption of a good (excludability) - the concept derives from environmental
studies (Hardin-Oestrom)
• The management of common goods depends on “community” level and self regulation
• collective goods need a public decision, which is the government’s responsibility,
• common goods need a mix of private-public decisions, which comes under governance

• ‘Common goods’ refer here to collaborative preservation and production and collective rights
of use by people, in accordance with their own “culture” [Klamer, 2004].

FORTE MARGHERA AS COMMON GOOD

CONSERVATION
OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERVENTION OVER THE CULTURAL
PROPERTY

Preservation of the physical data and
the values connected to it;
Values of the assets transferred.

KNOWLEGE DISSAMINATION
Attendance of the good;
Up to the limits of compatibility;
With conservation;
Indirect attendance

MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC USABILITY/USE

VALORIZATION

Cultural valorization;
Economical valorization;
Within the limits of the respect of the
vocation of the public good.

FORTE MARGHERA AS COMMON GOOD

CITY OF VENICE

GUIDING THE CHOISES DEPENDING
“ON THE BALLANCE SHEET”

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

GUIDING THE CHOISES IN TERMS OF POLICY FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND

GUIDING THE CHOISES ON THE
FEATURES OF PLANNING

PROTECTION
CONSERVATION
MiBAC

GUIDING THE CHOISES IN FEATURE OF PROTECTION

GUIDING THE CHOISES IN FUNTION OF THE VALORIZATION

VENETO REGION

GUIDING THE CHOISES IN FEATURE OF
PLANNING

FORTE MARGHERA AS COMMON GOOD

Decision making:

Involved actors
The property title

City of Venice

Local Authorities

MiBAC

VENETO REGION AND MIBAC

GOVERNING THE TERRITORY

PROTECTION

VALORISATION

Veneto Region
Province of Venice
City of Venice
Planning instruments
BBCC: SYSTEM JOURNALISM
ASSURANCE OF CULTURAL FUNCTION
The limits of the conservation
The limits of public enjoyment
The limits of the target

The valorization of the cultural heritage is the subject of shared
competence of the State and the Region
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Steering Committee

Site Management

Knowledge
area

Secretariat

Protection and
conservation area

“Cultural Valorisation
of heritage assets”
area

Valorisation
area

Communication
area

“Economic valorisation
of heritage assets”
area

FORTE MARGHERA AND THE ENTRENCHED FIELD

•FORTE MARGHERA IS PART OF A BIGGER COMPLEX. IT CAN BE THOUGH A
PARADIGM FOR FUTURE ACTIONS, FOCAL LOCATION OF A WIDER
MANAGEMENT
•THE ROLE OF FORTE MARGHERA IN RESPECT TO THE ENTRENCHED
FIELD OF MESTRE
•THE TYPE OF MANAGEMET STRUCTURE (ASSOCIATION, FOUNDATION,
TRUST, AGREEMENT VENETO REGION-CITY OF VENICE AND DEFINITION
OF NO-PROFIT COMPANIES, ETC.)

FORTE MARGHERA AND POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES

FORTE MARGHERA AND POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES

